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WHEN
MANGA
WAS POP

Cover of the
comic book
Journeys of the
Superhuman
Brawler, artist
unknown
(Shunkōdō,
Tokyo, 1935).

Even before the heyday of Pop art
in the West, Japanese comics fused
global vernacular influences into a
playful hybrid aesthetic.

by Ryan Holmberg
DON’T BE FOOLED by the art historians. They say that the beginnings of
Pop in Japan date to the introduction of Johns, Rauschenberg, Lichtenstein et al.
into the country in the early 1960s.1 But that’s not true. American-ambivalent
Pop impulses in Japan go back at least to the early ’50s, while manifestations in
the heyday of the mid- and late ’60s often had only a tangential relationship to the
dream factories and tastemakers in Hollywood and New York. This wider history
is visible, however, only if you are willing to acknowledge that creators of popular
culture themselves can be intelligent and reflective about the world they inhabit. In
Japan’s case, this means taking comics seriously.
The evolution of Japanese comics has repeatedly entailed incorporating not only
the style but even the humor and bombast of European and American cartooning.
Originating with the adaptation of British Punch cartoons in the late 19th century,
this tendency became particularly strong after the influx of American movies, animation and comic strips in the ’20s, when modern manga came of age. Sometimes the
foreign influence was too thoroughgoing for Japanese tastes, leading to the epithet
bata-kusai (butter-stinking), meaning cloyingly Western in terms of how figures are
rendered or jokes are told. Depending on the era, “butter-stinking” could mean too
much Chaplin, too much Disney, too much Superman, or too much Mad or Playboy.
Some of Japan’s leading cartoonists, including Tezuka Osamu (inventor of Astro
Boy, 1952-68) and Saitō Takao (author of the long-running action comic, Golgo 13,
1968-ongoing), have had their reputations basted with this term.
Many Japanese cartoonists reveled in their own butteriness, playing on it in ways
that paralleled the knowing mimicry of Hollywood cinema by the Japanese film
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Spread from
Sugiura Shigeru’s
Pistol Boy: The
Covered Wagon
(Shinseikaku,
Tokyo, 1952).

industry and the so-called ero-guro-nansensu (erotic grotesque
nonsense) of prewar Tokyo’s comic stage revues and modernist literature.2 Dozens of minor masterpieces were created in this vein in
the prewar and early postwar periods, ranging from the unlicensed
recruitment of Mickey Mouse for slapstick samurai fights and
banzai charges to Popeye appearing as a sumo wrestler in manga
of the ’30s to Batman being recast as a villain and shot dead in kids’
comics from the Occupation period.
The undisputed champion of this universe was Sugiura
Shigeru, whose elaboration of prewar “nonsense” arguably marks
the birth of a genuine Pop sensibility in the Japanese visual arts.
As a youth in the ’20s, Sugiura was a fan of silent Hollywood
Westerns and cliffhanger adventure serials. In his earliest humor
strips for children’s magazines in the ’30s, personalities culled
from American cartoons—including Betty Boop, Carl Anderson’s
Henry and numerous pickaninny caricatures—make cameo
appearances. After the war, Sugiura became one of the industry’s
top-selling artists with carnivalesque mash-ups of Tarzan comics
and movies, whooping-Indian Westerns, ray-gun-and-flyingsaucer science fiction, and Laurel and Hardy comedies.
Around 1952, Sugiura’s comics begin to perceptibly “pop,”
in the sense that the American citations are foregrounded and
parodied as stylistically alien and over-the-top. Figuratively over58
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whelmed by the 10-cent comic books that flooded Japan with the
arrival of American troops, Sugiura’s boy heroes joyously battle evil
gunslingers, mad scientists and weird monsters copied from titles like
Batman, Alex Toth’s All Star Western, Jesse Marsh’s Tarzan and Jack
Kirby’s Challengers of the Unknown.
While this quasi-collage approach first appears in stories set
in the colonial tropics and the Wild West, its most jarring expressions are found in Sugiura’s comical retellings of Edo-period
adventure tales starring shape-shifting ninjas. In art history, the
emergence of an Edo Pop aesthetic is typically dated to artist
Shinohara Ushio’s adaptation of Edo prints and graphic designer
Yokoo Tadanori’s appropriation of early modern Japanese commercial design in the mid-’60s. But in works like Ninja Sarutobi
Sasuke (1955-56) and Shōnen Jiraiya (Boy Ninja Jiraiya), 1956-57,
Sugiura was already mixing Edo period popular entertainment
with the collage techniques and the parodies of American mass
culture that are commonly associated with Pop.
It is no coincidence that many of the Japanese cartoonists,
designers and painters associated with Pop in the ’60s and ’70s were
avid readers of Sugiura in their childhood, some naming him as a
conscious influence. Already a cult figure in the early ’70s, when he
was coaxed out of retirement to create mildly ribald and borderline
unintelligible work for a new adult audience, Sugiura entered the
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Tanaami Keiichi ’s
Wonder Woman,
published in
Bijutsu Journal,
no. 62, September
1967. Courtesy
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global art comics canon when he was translated for Art Spiegelman
and Françoise Mouly’s Raw in 1985.
COMICS AND COMICS magazines played a central and
multifaceted role in Pop’s development in many parts of the world,
but nowhere more so than Japan in the late ’60s. One of the era’s
leading art critics, Ishiko Junzō, wrote extensively about manga. One
of Japan’s first Pop artists, painter Tiger Tateishi, invested much
of his energy at that time into creating “nonsense” comics inspired
by Sugiura (whom he befriended) and Antonio Prohias’s work for
Mad. He also painted canvases with imagery divided into panels
like single-page comics. Akasegawa Genpei, former member of the
Happenings group Hi-Red Center and creator of the legally controversial 1000 Yen Note Incident (1963-70), designed the covers of
what is probably the world’s first journal of serious comics criticism,
Manga shugi (Manga-ism, 1967-74), and drew numerous comics
and comicslike works, most famously Sakura gahō (The Sakura Illustrated, 1970-71). In 1970, poet, playwright and filmmaker Terayama
Shūji organized a mock funeral for Riki’ishi Tōru, a character from
the wildly popular boxing manga Ashita no jō (Tomorrow’s Joe,
1968-73), after he was killed by a freak punch to his head.
When a manga magazine wanted a cover that said “counterculture,” they might hire a hip illustrator like Isaka Yoshitarō

or designer Yokoo Tadanori, whose exotically fluorescent and
iconographically retro theater posters and magazine illustrations
largely defined late ’60s Tokyo design. Special sections or issues of
art magazines and intellectual news journals dedicated to “avantgarde manga” became important sites for exploring the formal
limits of comics, resulting in gems like the special “Comic Strip”
issue of Bijutsu Journal (Art Journal) from 1967, edited by graphic
designer Tanaami Keiichi. It included a sexy, psychedelic meditation on Wonder Woman by Tanaami himself (who aspired to be a
cartoonist as a child) and Shinohara Ushio’s VietCongs, a scatological send-up of American superhero comics and contemporary rock
music fandom that anticipated punk aesthetics by almost a decade.
But initially, the only venue to explore the interface between
comics and Pop in a sustained fashion was the monthly Garo
(1964-2002), which is admired internationally as the Eden of alternative manga. Sasaki Maki was Garo’s most radical experimenter
with form. While his first comics were straightforward satires of
the inanity of mass media spectacle, in 1967 Sasaki abandoned
narrative and began creating works which appear to accord with
the conventional panel grid of comics but are in fact composed of
dense, disconnected illustrations with freewheeling references to
(if anything particular at all) contemporary couture, modern jazz
and R&B, medieval Europe, romantically alienated youth and the
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Yokoo Tadanori ’s
cover for a
special issue of
Manga Sunday,
May 10, 1968.
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Two pages from
Sasaki Maki ’s
The Vietnam
Debate, published
in Garo, January
1969.

American military presence in Japan. While there are touches of
Warhol and Haight-Ashbury in some of his work, and as a teenager
he collected Mad, Sasaki expanded Pop far beyond American
parameters. The charming way he drew figures and buildings was
influenced by Japanese and French illustrators of the non-Pop variety, while the montage compositions in which he presented these
drawings were shaped by mid- to late ’60s poster and album cover
design and experimental cinema. Sasaki was also a devoted Beatles
fan, and endeavored to reproduce their sense of nonsense, as well as
their retro-Pop taste for the fairground (à la Sgt. Pepper), in his own
topsy-turvy world. He claims to have shuffled page sequence up to
press time. As a child, he loved Sugiura.
Sasaki denied that his works had hidden messages, but that
didn’t stop them from harboring pointed political critiques. In
Betonamu tōron (The Vietnam Debate, 1969), next to tracings
from magazine photos of people talking and playing, Sasaki
placed speech balloons filled with non-grammatical concatenations of words related to the Vietnam War, the U.S.-Japan
security treaty and Japan’s own imperial past. Names of weapons,
military craft, torture techniques, and battle and atrocity sites
create a kaleidoscopic landscape of pain and aggression—which
is suddenly interrupted by a woman’s smile or a fragment of
text from an ad for a product for treating athlete’s foot. Other
works indicate Sasaki’s familiarity with Brechtian ideas of
62
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critical estrangement and a Warholian interest in the death and
disaster behind anodyne celebrity and commodity images. Here, he
marshals avant-garde techniques into a powerful statement on the
moral indifference of Japan’s consumer society.
THE OTHER MAJOR pioneer of Pop manga was Hayashi
Seiichi. After working for five years at Tōei Animation, which
prided itself on being the “Disney of Asia,” Hayashi began
publishing manga in Garo in 1967. His first works are critical
allegories of postwar Japan’s dependency on the United States.
Marilyn Monroe and Batman take vicious beatings. Inspired by
Yokoo’s graphics, Hayashi tried his hand at a manga version of
Edo Pop, titled Yamanba komoriuta (The Mountain Hag’s Lullaby,
1968). Classicizing motifs from woodblock prints and early modern graphic design appeared frequently in his work thereafter.
Hayashi soon found his groove in thinking through another
sector of pop culture: music. Hana no uta (Flower Poem, 1969),
about a young man trying to find himself between competing
regimes of work and pleasure, is Hayashi’s attempt to create a
“manga musical.” It is aptly drawn in a flat cutout style reminiscent of Heinz Edelmann’s work for Yellow Submarine (1968).
Hanasaku minato (Flowering Harbor, 1969) recreates the sentimental aesthetics of enka (sometimes described as Japanese blues
or country music) through a portrait of a lonely woman who runs
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Spread from
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published in Garo,
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a bar in a desolate port town. Makkakka rokku (Red Red Rock,
1969), with references to Elvis and yakuza films, merges psychedelic poster design with the campy “pop song movies” produced
by the Nikkatsu film studio. Meanwhile, the eight-page Akai tori
kotori (Red Bird Little Bird, 1969) juxtaposes the iconography
and sentiments of a famous children’s poem and song from the
1920s with formerly banned photographs of Japanese atrocities
in China during World War II, creating a scathing indictment of
historical repression by men of the artist’s parents’ generation.
Hayashi’s most famous work, and arguably the pinnacle of
Pop in manga from this period, is the book-length Sekishoku erejii
(Red Colored Elegy, 1970-71). The story follows a young man
and woman living together in Tokyo, away from their conservative
parents in the countryside, struggling to maintain their relationship
while juggling family problems and the pressure of working as freelance animators. The male protagonist, Ichiro, yearns desperately to
escape the grind of mechanically churning out in-betweens so that
he can instead draw manga for Garo. Hayashi’s fictional couple was
popular enough to inspire a hit single in 1972 and a film in 1974,
both by folksinger Agata Morio.
Like Godard before him (an acknowledged influence), Hayashi
used romance as scaffolding for formal experimentations. Red
Colored Elegy is rife with appropriations from other visual media. It
refashions the manga page variously as movie poster and publicity

still, celluloid filmstrip, television storyboard and sequential animation cels. There are multiple references to Japanese rock, enka and
French chanson. Borrowings from the fine arts and illustration are
also common, with many panels employing expressive brushwork,
meticulous surface patterning and painterly tonal gradation.
At the level of narrative, these formal juxtapositions convey how
Ichiro’s existence is split between a world of hyper-commercialized
mass media and a world of artistic autonomy and originality. But
they also demonstrate what manga, in the hands of an inspired and
talented draftsman, can achieve. Red Colored Elegy suggests that for
manga to be a high art it must also be a synthetic art, and its author
capable of integrating multiple contemporary visual languages (and
even some aural culture) into an organic and dynamic whole. That’s an
ambitious vision for sure, but also a testament to manga’s confidence
in continuing to lead Japan on its triumphant march through Pop.
1. See for example Hiroko Ikegami and Reiko Tomii, Shinohara Pops!: The Avant-Garde Road,
Tokyo/New York, New Paltz, N.Y., Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art, 2012; Hiroko Ikegami, “Drink
More? No Thanks!: The Spirit of Tokyo Pop,” in Darsie Alexander and Bartholomew Ryan, eds.,
International Pop, Minneapolis, Walker Art Center, 2015, pp. 165-80; and Reiko Tomii, “Oiran
Goes Pop: Contemporary Japanese Artists Reinventing Icons,” in Jessica Morgan and Flavia
Frigeri, eds., The World Goes Pop, New Haven, Conn., Yale University Press, 2015, pp. 103-11.
2. See Michael Raine, “Adaptation as Transcultural Mimesis in Japanese Cinema,” in
Daisuke Miyao, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Japanese Cinema, Oxford University Press, 2014,
pp. 101-23; and Miriam Silverberg, Erotic Grotesque Nonsense: The Mass Culture of Japanese
Modern Times, Berkeley, University of California Press, 2009.
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